Abstract-Safety critical systems, real time systems, and event-based systems have a complex set of events and their own interdependency, which makes them difficult to test ma Safety critic Safety critical systems, real time systems, and event-based systems have a complex set of events and their own interdependency, which makes them difficult to test manually. In order to cut down on costs, save time, and increase reliability, the model based testing approach is the best solution. Such an approach does not require applications or codes prior to generating test cases, so it leads to the early detection of faults, which helps in reducing the development time. Several model-based testing approaches have used different UML models but very few works have been reported to show the generation of test cases that use events. Test cases that use events are an apt choice for these types of systems. However, these works have considered events that happen at a user interface level in a system while other events that happen in a system are not considered. Such works have limited applications in testing the GUI of a system. In this paper, a novel model-based testing approach is presented using business events, state events, and control events that have been captured directly from requirement specifications. The proposed approach documents events in event templates and then builds an event-flow model and a fault model for a system. Test coverage criterion and an algorithm are designed using these models to generate event sequence based test scenarios and test cases. Unlike other event based approaches, our approach is able to detect the proposed faults in a system. A prototype tool is developed to automate and evaluate the applicability of the entire process. Results have shown that the proposed approach and supportive tool is able to successfully derive test scenarios and test cases from the requirement specifications of safety critical systems, real time systems, and event based systems
INTRODUCTION
Event based systems ranging from real time monitoring systems in production, logistics and networking to complex event processing in finance and security are rapidly gaining importance in many application domains. The event based paradigm has gathered momentum as witnessed by current efforts in areas including event driven architectures, complex event processing, business process management and modeling, grid computing, web services notifications, event stream processing, and message-oriented middleware [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The increasing popularity of event based systems has opened new challenging issues for event based systems. One such issue is testing the functional requirements of event based systems.
Manual Testing is a very costly and time consuming process. In order to cut down on costs, save time, and increase reliability, model based testing approaches are used. Model Based Testing (MBT) is a process of generating test cases and evaluating test results based on the design and analysis models. MBT lies in between specification and code based testing, hence it is also referred to as a gray box testing approach. A wide range of models like UML, SDL, Z, state diagrams, data flow diagrams, control flow diagrams, etc. have been used in MBT , whereas very few works [17 -20] have been reported to show the generation of test cases using events. However, these works have taken into account events that happen at a user interface level in a system while other events that happen in a system are not taken into account in these bodies of work. Such works have limited applications in testing the GUI of a system. Thus, the motivation of this research is to use other types of events from specifications of a system and automate test case and test scenario generation.
In this paper, a novel model-based testing approach is presented using business events, state events, and control events that have been captured directly from requirement specifications. The proposed approach documents events in event templates and then builds an event-flow model and a fault model for a system that is being tested. Test coverage criterion and an algorithm are designed by using these models to generate event sequence based test scenarios and test cases. Unlike other event based approaches, our approach is able to detect the proposed faults in a system. A prototype tool has been developed to automate and evaluate the applicability of the entire process. Results have shown that the proposed approach and its supportive tool are able to successfully derive test scenarios and test cases from the requirement specifications of safety critical systems, real time systems, and event based systems.
In order to generate test cases and test scenarios using events from specifications, the following issues are identified: (a) How can possible relationships and dependencies be represented among events occurring in an event based system ?
(b) Which model is appropriate for the Model Based Testing of event-based systems? (c) What are the possible causes for faults due to complex relationships and dependencies among events in an event-based system? (d) what algorithm is to be designed to generate test scenarios that not only gives appropriate coverage of the model but also detects causes of faults in an event-based system ? (e) What should be augmented in an existing approach so that test cases are also generated in an event-based system? (f) How to automate the entire process, so as to save time involved in the analysis and testing of event-based systemS ? (g) How to evaluate and validate the proposed approach,in order to judge its usefulness?
Following contributions are made to address the above mentioned issues: (a) Various event interdependency operators are defined to represent relationships among events. These relationships are described as Event-Flow Interdependency. (b) An Event-Flow model is designed based on the Event-Flow Interdependency that has been identified. This abstract model is stored as an Event-Flow Graph (EFG). (c) A Fault Model is defined by using the EFG to show the possible causes for faults due to complex relationships and dependencies among events. (d) An algorithm is designed using a combination of classical breath-first and depth-first searches, which generate test scenarios and test cases from the EFG. Our algorithm is also capable of detecting faults like synchronization faults, loop faults, and events occurrence faults. Such faults are not addressed in the existing event based test case generation approaches. (e) A process is described to annotate the Event-Flow Graphs with the necessary test information. This information is used at the level of testing individual events. A data structure, called an Event node Description Table (EnDT) is described in section 4.3. (f) A prototype tool has also been developed to automate and validate the entire process of generating an EFG from elementary events and for computing test scenarios and test cases using the proposed approach. (g) Several case studies are used as the input for the prototype tool. An analysis of one case study named the, "Automatic Production Environment (APE)" for a real time system that was taken from the Real-Time Lab of Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University [27] is shown in detail throughout the paper, whereas the results of others are show in tabular form. Results have shown that the proposed approach and its supportive tool can be of great help for testing safety critical systems, real time systems, and event based systems.
The organization of our paper is as follows: Section 2 discusses related research on model based testing approaches using various UML models as well as events. Section 3 details the proposed methodology to generate test scenarios and test cases using events along with its detailed application to a case study. Section 4 discusses the evaluation of the proposed approach for a real time application. Section 5 discusses tool support and the results of the evaluation on various cases and finally, Section 6 describes the conclusion and the future work.
COMPARISONS WITH RELATED BODIES OF WORK
A wide range of models like UML, SDL, Z, state diagrams, data flow diagrams, control flow diagrams, etc. have been used in MBT . In [33] , conformance test cases are generated for a communication protocol, which were modeled in an EFSM (Extended Finite State Machine) by a fault coverage analysis. In [34] , authors have described the Finite State Machine (FSM) based test case generation, the fault models for test case generation, fault coverage, and three methods for test case generation using FSMs. Several approaches have used activity diagrams [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . In [35] , the authors have generated test cases based on activity path coverage criterion to cover faults like synchronization faults and faults in a loop. In [36] , test cases are generated by comparing program execution traces with the given activity diagram. Test cases in [37] have been generated based on an I/O Explicit Activity Diagram (IOAD) model. In [38] , a gray-box method is used to generate test cases. In [39] , the authors have developed an automated tool called TSGAD (Test Scenarios Generator for Activity Diagrams), which uses adaptive agents to directly generate test scenarios. Work in [40] introduced an approach that capture, store and output, usage scenarios that have been automatically derived from UML activity diagrams. In [41] , the authors have used anti-ant like agents to directly generate test threads from the UML artifacts. Work in [42] used specification coverage to generate properties as well as design models to enable directed test generation using model checking.
Approaches using sequence diagrams are described in [43 -49] . In [43] , authors have created Message Dependence Graphs (MDG) from UML sequence diagrams for the generation of test cases. Test cases are generated in [44] by using both sequence diagrams and state diagrams. In [45] , the combination of TTCN-3, as the test description language, and UML Message Sequence Charts (MSC) are used to specify and automatically generate test cases for communication protocols and distributed systems. Authors in [46] have used OCL to generate test cases automatically from UML sequence diagrams. Authors in [47] have generated test cases by augmenting the sequence diagram graph (SDG) nodes with different information from use case templates, class diagrams, and the data dictionary to compose test vectors. In [48] , the testing of mobile phone applications is done by translating UML sequence diagrams into Labeled Transition Systems (LTSs). In the work for [49] , the authors generated test cases by using a formal operational semantics for a sequence. Some of the model based testing approaches have used state diagrams and state charts [50 -52] . In [50, 51] test cases are generated based on control and data flow in UML state diagrams. Work in [52] generates test cases from a flattened hierarchy structure, which is called the Testing Flow Graph (TFG). A few of the works have reported use of more than one specific UML model and have taken benefits from the features of each of the models involved [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . In [53] activity diagrams are used to generate test scenarios and then class diagrams of each scenario are used to achieve maximum path coverage criteria. Work in [54] has used UML state machines, UML class diagrams, and OCL expressions to generate test cases. In [55] , both use case and state diagrams are used for generating system-level test cases. In [56] authors have transformed Use Cases to a UML state model to generate test cases. Finally, work in [57] used an AI (Artificial Intelligence) planner to generate test cases from test objectives, which were derived from UML class diagrams.
Very few works [17] [18] [19] [20] have been reported to show the generation of test cases using events. The role of events in testing is found in the area of GUI testing. A scalable and reusable model (called the event-flow model) of GUIs based on event interactions is presented in [17] . Combined with customized Event-Space Exploration Strategies (ESESs), the proposed event-flow model is used to quickly generate a large number of GUI test cases, which are effective in detecting GUI faults. Event-based notions and tools are also used to generate and select test cases systematically and introduce a holistic view of fault modeling [20] . A new GUI automation test model is presented in [19] that is based on an event-flow graph model to generate test cases in the daily smoke test and to create test cases in a deep regression test. Work in [18] has used events and event sequences to define coverage criteria for GUIs to help determine whether a GUI has been adequately tested.
However, these works are limited to only the GUI testing of a system. A GUI is a hierarchical, graphical front-end for a software system that accepts as input user-generated and systemgenerated events from a fixed set of events and produces deterministic graphical output. The events associated with a GUI are functions performed on different types of objects, in different contexts, yielding different behavior (i.e., load, select, play, remove, shift right/left, cutter off/on, pressure off/on etc.) They have made a GUI events based model and are able to detect GUI related faults. But other than these GUI events, there are other important non-GUI events that happen in a system like state events, control events, and external events. These works have not factored in such events. Thus contribution to this research cannot be compared with work done in the event-based testing of GUI, as the two event perspectives are totally different. Earlier works focus on GUI events, whereas work done in this paper has considered non-GUI that is related with functional requirements. These works have to rely on a commercial capture playback tool like GUI Ripper that uses reverse-engineering techniques to automatically construct the event-flow graphs and integration tree. During "GUI Ripping," the GUI application is executed automatically and the application's windows are opened in a depth-first manner. The GUI Ripper extracts all of the widgets and their properties from the GUI. These attributes are used to construct the event-flow graphs and integration tree. But the problem is that the GUI Ripper is not perfect, (i.e. parts of the retrieved information may be incomplete/incorrect). Tools have been developed that may be used to manually "edit" the event-flow graphs and integration tree and fix these problems. These tools involve tedious and error-prone manual work. In comparison to these approaches, the work presented in this paper differs in terms of the following aspects: (1) none of the techniques/tools have worked on requirement specifications directly and they either need complete GUI along with a capture replay tool or an adjacency matrix that relates to various GUI events, whereas we have extracted events directly from requirements. (2) The work presented in these articles relies on capture replay tool to generate the event flow diagram, whereas we have devised an algorithm to do the same thing automatically. (3) These approaches have used GUI events, whereas we have used state events, control events and external events related with the functional requirements of a system. Earlier works have focused on GUI faults (i.e., faults when the GUI does not perform as documented in the specifications and/or design or faults in which GUI shows unacceptable software behavior for which there may be no explicit specifications or design for things like software crashes and screen "freezing"), whereas our fault model deals with event interaction faults due to a problem with the event interdependency operators. Thus, faults detected by earlier approaches based on GUI are different from faults detected in our approach and hence cannot be compared.
Unlike UML models based testing approaches, we have used events and their relationships instead of UML models to build a model for an event-based SUT, as UML models like use case, activity, or sequence diagrams are use case oriented models and are not based on events. Use cases are not events; rather they are end results of event triggers. Other UML models like class and state diagrams focus on a testing component (i.e., on class rather than an entire system), whereas our approach works at testing the overall system specifications.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
This section discusses our proposed approach to generate test scenarios and test cases from events. Our approach consists of the following four steps and each step is demonstrated along with its application to the APE case study [ 
Extracting and documenting events occurring in a system using the proposed Event Templates
Unlike other event based test case generation approaches, we have used business events, state events, and control events that have been captured directly from requirement specifications to generate test scenarios and test cases. For example, a customer places an order and then the customer sends their payment. In this case, the arrival of an order or a payment in a system indicates that flow-oriented events have occurred. Temporal events are triggered by the arrival of a point in time. For example, a customer needs a (monthly) statement. Accounting needs (daily) cash receipts. Control events are events that occur when something happens in a system and the system must initiate some process in response to this event. For example, a book reprint order arrives at the warehouse as result of a drop in the number of copies of a book.
Safety critical systems, real time systems, and event-based systems have a complex set of events and interdependency. It is very difficult to identify, as well as document events and their interdependency, manually. So in our approach, events are identified and extracted from the requirements automatically by using a Subject, Verb, and Object (SVO) pattern. An SVO pattern identifies an event in a sentence (i.e., events in a typical order processing system are as follows: "Customer places order," "Sales Manager denies credit request," "Marketing Department changes prices.") The extraction process takes natural language textual requirements written in English as input and gives output in a textual format, as shown in Fig. 1 .
Event-Flow Interdependency from Event Templates
This sub-section addresses the issue of representing possible relationships and dependencies among events occurring in an event-based system. In order to do this, various event interdependency operators are defined to represent relationships among events. These relationships are described as Event-Flow Interdependency. The procedure for finding the Event-Flow Interdependency from Event Templates is discussed below.
In the construction of an Event-Flow Model, the first step is to find the Event-Flow Interdependency. Events in a system do not occur in isolation but as a chain of events. So, the identification of an event in turn identifies other events. This relationship among events is described as Event-Flow Interdependency. An event can trigger either a single event, or a set of events that can be executed independently or in parallel. Similarly, either one or more events can be causative events for an event [3] . Events are related with one another using connector nodes like "split," "join," and "not." A "split" is a connector node that divides into two or more transitions leading to different events. A "join" is a connector node that joins, unites, or links transitions from different events. A "not" connector node represents the non-occurrence of an event. It indicates that an event can be a negation of another event. (e.g. for an event "IR sensor detect the boundary," negation would be "IR sensor does not detect the boundary" . These three connector nodes combined with the "and," "xor," or "or" logical operators form different possible event interdependencies. An Event-Flow Interdependency is captured from causative events and the (a) Causative events can be a single event or a set of events that are related, which are using the "join" connector node. A connector node with more than one incoming transition is classified as an Event-and join (join), an Event-or join (or-j), and an Event-xor join (xor-j),
(a) E1 is causative event of E2 and E2 is a trigger event of E1 with a simple dependency (b) E1 is causative event of E2 and E2 is a trigger event of E1 with a not (non-event) dependency (c) E1 is causative event of E2, E3, and E4 and E2, E3, and E4 are trigger events of E1 with a xor -split dependency (d) E1 is causative event of E2, E3, and E4 and E2, E3, and E4 are trigger events of E1 with an or-split dependency (e) E1 is causative event of E2, E3, and E4 and E2, E3, and E4 are trigger events of E1 with a fork (and-split) dependency represents an event with a "not" node.
Generate an Event-Flow Model in the form of an Event-Flow Graph
This sub-section addresses the issue of constructing an appropriate model for testing eventbased systems. An Event-Flow Model is designed based on the Event-Flow Interdependency, which was identified earlier. This abstract model is stored as an Event-Flow Graph (EFG). The procedure to generate an Event-Flow Model and an Event-Flow Graph is discussed below.
(f) E1 is trigger event of E2, E3, and E4 and E2, E3, and E4 are causative events of E1 with a join (and-join) dependency (g) E1 is a trigger event of E2, E3, and E4 and E2, E3, and E4 are causative events of E1 with an or-join dependency (h) E1 is a trigger event of E2, E3, and E4 and E2, E3, and E4 are causative events of E1 with an xor-join dependency
Fig. 3. Continue
An Event-Flow Model as an Event-Flow Graph All events happening in the system are represented collectively using the Event-Flow Model. In much the same way as a control-flow model represents all of the possible execution paths in a program [28] and a data-flow model represents all of the possible definitions and uses of a memory location [29] the Event-Flow Model represents all of the possible sequences of events that can be executed in a system. The Event-Flow Model contains two parts. The first part refers to events that are causes in terms of causative events and the second part refers to events that are triggered after an event has been executed. Both of these parts play an important role in constructing an Event-Flow Model. An Event-Flow Model is represented as an Event-Flow Graph.
An Event-Flow Graph (EFG) represents events, their interaction in terms of causative events, and the trigger vector. It may represent an infinite looping condition where there is no exit or it may have one event designated as a start event and another designated as an exit event. A start event indicates the initialization of a system (i.e., once a system is turned on, all other events can be executed). An exit event indicates the completion of functionality. In an Event-Flow Graph, events are represented using circles and dependencies among events and are represented using arrows. The proposed Event-Flow Graph is different from the one used in Graphical User Interface (GUI) testing [17, 18] . Unlike an EFG in GUI testing that only shows a simple transition relationship (i.e., the sequential flow of events in GUI), our proposed EFG represents a simple as well as complex set of event interdependencies (relationships) among events. The complex interdependencies among events are represented using connector nodes like "split" and "join" combined with "not," "and," "xor," and "or" operator nodes. An Event-Flow Graph for GUI testing represents events in a GUI component, whereas the proposed Event-Flow Graph depicts all possible event interdependencies among business events, state events, or the control events of a system. Moreover, user interaction with GUI captured through automation framework builds an Event-Flow Graph for GUI testing, whereas in the proposed approach, a model is build after analysis of events and the interdependency captured from event templates. Formally, an EventFlow Graph is defined as:
An Event-Flow Graph (EFG) is a four tuple EFG = {V, C, T, F} where -V = {v1, v2, ..., vn} is a finite set of vertices representing events in a system with an infinite looping condition where there is no start or exit or it may include two events designated as a Start (S) node and an Exit (E) node to indicate a system startup and exit events; -C = {c1, c2, ... , cn } is a finite set of vertices representing connector nodes between events.
These nodes consists of "not," "xor-sp," "or-sp," "xor-j," "or-j," "fork," and "join." -T = {t1, t2, ... , tk }is a finite set of event transitions; -F⊆(V×T)∪(C×T)∪(T×V) is the event-flow relation (i.e., a set of directed arcs involving event nodes, connector nodes, and transitions).
Possible causes of faults in an Event-Flow Graph
This section addresses the issue of finding possible causes of faults in an event-based system due to complex relationships and dependencies among events. What can happen due to faults in a system is that a system or application is dependent and cannot be generalized. However, one can generalize the possible causes of faults. A Fault Model is defined by using the EFG to show possible causes of faults due to complex relationships and dependencies among events. Using this fault model, one can easily identify all of the possible faults that can occur in a given test scenario or a test case.
Fault Model
A Fault Model describes certain categories of faults that a test strategy must detect [34] . A Fault Model defines a small set of possible fault types that can occur in a system. Given a Fault Model, the goal is to generate a test set of T from an Event-Flow Graph in such a way that any fault in a system of a type described in a Fault Model is guaranteed to be revealed when tested against T. The proposed test scenario generation scheme is based on the following Fault Model that covers eight different types of faults:
Event-XOR-Split Fault:
This fault occurs at an event-xor-split node. Consider the following case given in Fig. 3(c) . E1 is a causative event of E2, E3, and E4 and E2, E3, and E4 are the triggered events of E1 with a xor-split dependency. In an ideal state, E1 should trigger exactly one of the events in a Trigger Vector (i.e., E2, E3, and E4). In a case when E1 has occurred but none of the events in a Trigger Vector gets triggered or more than one event gets triggered, an Event-XOR-Split Fault occurs.
Event-OR-Split Fault:
This fault occurs at an event or-split node. Consider the following case given in Fig. 3 (d) . E1 is a causative event of E2, E3, and E4 and E2, E3, and E4 are the triggered events of E1 with an or-split dependency. In an ideal state, E1 triggers one or more or all events in a Trigger Vector (i.e., E2, E3, and E4). In a case when E1 has occurred but none of the events in a Trigger Vector gets triggered, an Event-OR-Split Fault occurs. An Event-or split is more common in real time systems where a large number of independent events can be triggered together.
Event-AND-Split Fault:
This fault occurs at an event-and-split node. Consider the case that is shown in Fig. 3(e) . E1 is causative event of E2, E3, and E4 and E2, E3, and E4 are the triggered events of E1 with an and -split (fork) dependency. In an ideal state, E1 has to trigger all events in a Trigger Vector (i.e., E2, E3, and E4). A fault occurs if all of the events are not triggered.
Event-NOT Fault:
This fault occurs in an event-not node. Consider the following case given in Fig. 3 (b) . E1 is causative event of E2 and E2 is the triggered event of E1 with an event-not dependency. An Event-not connector node indicates the non-occurrence of an event. In this case a fault can occur if E1 occurs in the presence of an Event-not node. This is a special case of a Non-event event, as described by Ward and Mellor in [57] .
Event-AND-Join Fault:
This fault occurs in an event-and -join (merge) node. Consider the following case given in Fig. 3(f) . E1 is triggered by events E2, E3, and E4 and E2, E3, and E4 are the causative events of E1 with a join (and-join) dependency. The causative events of E2, E3, and E4 occur and they trigger E1. A fault occurs if either: (a) E1 is not triggered even though E2, E3, and E4 have occurred or (b) E1 occurs even though all the causative events have not taken place.
Event-XOR-Join Fault:
This fault occurs at an event-xor-join node. Consider the following case given in Fig. 3(h) . E1 is triggered by events E2, E3, and E4 and E2, E3, and E4 are the causative events of E1 with an event-xor join dependency. In an ideal state, exactly one of the causative events E2, E3, or E4 should trigger E1. A fault occurs if more than one causative event occurs to trigger E1.
Event-OR-Join Fault:
This fault occurs at an event-or-join node. Consider the following case given in Fig. 3 (g) . E1 is triggered by events E2, E3, and E4 and E2, E3, and E4 are the causative events of E1 with an event-or join dependency. In an ideal state, one or more or all of the causative events of E2, E3, or E4 should trigger E1. A fault occurs if none of the causative events occur but E1 is triggered. 8. Synchronization Fault: This fault occurs when some events take place before the completion of all preceding events. The reason for this fault is that events are not executed in a timely manner as per the precedence of relationships between them. This type of synchronization fault can be seen with a sequential flow of one event following another. It can also be seen in concurrent events, in which all parallel events are not triggered together at the same time.
Generate Test Scenarios from an Event-Flow Graph
This section addresses the issue of designing an algorithm to generate test scenarios that not only give appropriate coverage of the model but also detects the possible faults proposed in the fault model. In any model-based testing approach, the test coverage criteria and the technique for the automatic generation of test scenarios are two main aspects. So an algorithm is designed by using a combination of classical breath-first and depth-first searches, which generate test scenarios from an EFG. Our algorithm is also capable of detecting faults like synchronization faults, loop faults, and events occurrence faults. Such faults are not addressed in the existing event based test case generation approaches [17] [18] [19] [20] .
A "test scenario" is a set of test cases or test scripts along with the sequence in which they are to be executed. Test scenarios are test cases that ensure that all event paths are tested from start to end. Every test scenario in the proposed approach is an independent test that consists of a sequence of events that follow each other where each event is dependent on the occurrence of the previous event. Test scenarios are designed to represent both typical and unusual situations that may occur in an application.
Event Paths and Event-Flow Precedence Relations
In order to define test coverage criteria, possible event paths are to be defined that are possible to be found in an Event-Flow Graph. Precedence relations among events in an Event-flow Graph are used as the basis for defining such paths. Events in an Event-Flow Graph satisfy an identical set of partial order relationships. There are various precedence relations among events that are possible to occur in an Event-Flow Graph. Precedence relations that are denoted as ' p ' over a set of events (SE) in an Event-Flow Graph are defined as follows:
1. If an event E i ∈ SE precedes another event E j ∈ SE in an Event-Flow Graph, then, there exists a partial order relation between two events E i and E j , which is denoted as E i p E j .
It signifies that event E i occurs before event E j in a system.
2. If an event E i ∈ SE precedes a fork, a xor-split or an or-split and another event E j ∈ SE is the first event that exists in any thread originated from a fork, an xor-split, or an or-split, and then E i p E j . 3. If an event E j ∈ SE follows a join, a xor-join, or an or-join next and another event E k ∈ SE is the last event in any thread joining a join, an xor-join, or an or-join, then E k p E j . 4. If an event E i ∈ SE and another event E j ∈ SE are two consecutive concurrent events in a thread originated from a fork, an xor-split or an or-split or any thread joining an or-join, xor-join, or join where E i exists before E j , then E i p E j . 5. If an event E i ∈ SE and another event E j ∈ SE in an Event-Flow Graph are involved in a loop (cyclic relation), then, there exists two partial order relations between events E i and E j , which are denoted as E i p E j and E j p E i . It signifies that both E i and E j are involved in a cyclic loop. These precedence relations are used to define various event paths for defining test coverage criteria.
Based on the above event precedence relations among events, various types of event paths are possible in an Event-Flow Graph, which are namely a non-concurrent path, simple basic path, cyclic basic path, and concurrent path. Each type is described in detail in Fig. 4 . a) A non-concurrent event path is a sequence of non-concurrent events (that is, events that are not executed in parallel) from the start event to an end event in an Event-Flow Graph, where each event in the sequence has at most one occurrence, except those events that exist within a loop. Each event in a loop may have at most two occurrences in a sequence. Also, all events satisfy the precedence relations among them. A simple basic path and a cyclic basic path do not involve parallel events so they are two non-concurrent event paths.
• Simple basic event path: A simple basic path is a sequence of events where each event in a path occurs exactly once and all events satisfy the precedence relations among them. In an Event-Flow Graph shown in Fig. 4 , s 31 32 e is a simple basic path.
• Cyclic basic event path: A cyclic basic path is a like a simple basic path but it involves a loop. All events in a cyclic basic path also satisfy the precedence relations among them. In an Event-Flow Graph shown in Fig. 4 , s 29 30 29 30 e is a cyclic basic path. In a cyclic basic path some of the events may occur more than once. In the above example, event 29 and event 30 occur more than once. • Partial basic event path: A partial basic path is a path that has a sequence of events starting from a start event but terminates during another event instead of an end event. Each event in that path occurs exactly once and all events satisfy the precedence relations among them. In an Event-Flow Graph shown in Fig. 4 , s 3 11 xor 12 is a partial basic path since it starts with s event node and ends on the event with the event ID 12.
b) A concurrent event path has concurrent events. It is a special case of event-flow graphs, which has both non-concurrent and concurrent events that satisfy the precedence relations among them. Concurrency among events occurs due to the presence of a fork, or-sp, xor-sp, join, or-join, and xor-join connector nodes in an Event-Flow Graph. For a complex and large system, it is common to have an explosion of concurrent event paths because there would be a large number of threads and on average every thread would have large number of events. In Fig. 4 , an Event-Flow Graph with concurrent events E2, E3, E4, and E5 is shown.
In the Event-Flow Graph in Fig. 11 , there are six precedence relations among events: S p E2, S p E3, E2 p E4, E3 p E5, E4 p E, E5 p E. There are six concurrent event paths that satisfy all of these relations that were specified above and consist of the same set of events.
P1 = s E2 E3 E4 E5 E P2 = s E2 E3 E5 E4 E P3 = s E2 E4 E3 E5 E P4 = s E3 E2 E4 E5 E P5 = s E3 E2 E5 E4 E P6 = s E3 E5 E2 E4 E
Depending on the runtime environmental condition, the execution thread of a system would follow one of the concurrent event paths, but as to which concurrent event path would be followed cannot be known at an analysis level before the execution of a system. For effective testing with limited resources and time, the proposed approach aims to only test the relative sequence of concurrent and non-concurrent events (i.e., a set of precedence relations existing among these events). For this, one representative concurrent event path from a set of concurrent event paths is to be chosen that has the same set of events and satisfies the same set of precedence relations.
Test coverage criteria
Test coverage criteria [32] is a set of rules that guide in deciding on the appropriate elements to be covered to make test scenarios and test cases adequate. In an Event-Flow Graph, there are many, possibly infinite, paths between a start event and an end event. Structural test strategies, also known as "path-oriented" strategies, select a subset of paths to be executed. The selection of paths is aimed at covering a particular set of events in an Event-Flow Graph, along with the faults presented in the proposed Fault Model. The following two coverage criterion are defined for our proposed approach: Event Coverage: Event coverage requires that each event in an Event-Flow Graph must be executed at least once. Such a requirement is necessary to check whether each event executes as expected. This kind of coverage criterion is able to detect synchronization faults but fails to cover other faults due to the fact that an event may occur independently from some other trigger point rather than through the connector node. Hence the execution of events through connector nodes remains uncovered (i.e., in Fig. 4, event 15 is triggered independently by event 13, and also through a xor and a fork connector node via two other paths). Thus, event coverage alone will not be able to detect faults due to an xor-split and a fork node (and-split). Due to these limitations, the proposed approach uses the Event Path Coverage criterion, as an improved test cov-erage criterion.
Event Path Coverage Criterion: Event path coverage criterion is based on event paths that are identified in an Event-Flow Graph. This coverage criterion is used for testing both the loop (cycle) and concurrency among events in an Event-Flow Graph. In the proposed Event-Flow Graph events are interconnected using one of the special connector nodes (fork, join, xor-sp, orsp, xor-j, or-j). Each transition emerging from an event node indicates a trigger for the next event. Testing branches in an Event-Flow Graph require that every branch leading to an event be exercised at least once under some test. Our aim is to ensure that Event-AND split, Event-OR split, Event-XOR split, Event-AND join, Event-OR join, and Event-XOR join faults are covered. Both the concurrent and non-concurrent event paths are used to cover these faults.
Algorithm for generating test scenarios
An algorithm called GenerateEventPaths has been proposed for generating event paths. In this algorithm the combination of both Depth First Search (DFS) and Breadth First Search (BFS) techniques are used. An Event-Flow Graph is traversed by the Depth First Search technique. except for a portion of the graph (which contains a fork node that initiates a set of concurrent events) with a type of node marked "fork." This then follows which sub tree is traversed following a Breadth First Search traversal of the graph. As discussed before, a Breadth First Search traversal helps to avoid a path explosion problem. It ensures that only one representative path is chosen from a set of concurrent event paths. Such a combination of two strategies is chosen to ensure that a path explosion problem is avoided due to the presence of concurrent paths. These event paths are not necessarily linearly independent paths due to multiple occurrence of a loop/cycle.
Generate Test Cases by augmenting test scenarios with necessary test information
This section addresses the issue of annotating information in test scenarios so that test cases are also generated in an event-based system. Whenever an event occurs in a system its occurrence has to be detected at an analysis stage. The condition or detection criterion becomes an annotation for an Event-Flow Graph (i.e., in an event where there is a "Guest request for a room" detected by the arrival of a "Booking request" in a system). Annotation is labeled with a string that describes test criteria in order to detect the occurrence of an event. Information about each event node in an Event-Flow Graph and its related event detection string is stored separately in a data structure, which is called the Event node Description Table (EnDT). This data structure is devised to facilitate the generation of test cases for each test scenario. At this level, details about each event such as the actions encapsulated in an event and the input and output parameters of each action are not considered in order to preserve the simplicity of an EventFlow Graph. This information is used at the level of testing individual events in a system, which is not in the scope of this paper.
A test case in the proposed approach consists of the following components: an EventSequence Based Test Scenario and a sequence of transitions to detect an occurrence of events in a test scenario. Event-Sequence Based Test Scenarios constitute the expected system behavior. On the other hand, the sequence of transitions to detect the occurrence of events in a test sce-nario makes up the source of the test input. The values for the sequence of transitions to detect events may be identified with the help of a system analyst. As a part of test case generation, the necessary values of all of the components of a test case are obtained from the corresponding Event-Flow Graph and its corresponding EnDT.
CASE STUDY: EVALUATING THE PROPOSED APPROACH FOR A REAL TIME APPLICATION
We now present a case study for determining the effectiveness of the proposed approach described in the previous section. The following questions need to be answered to determine the effectiveness and usefulness of the proposed approach: To answer the above questions while minimizing threats to external validity, a study was conducted using 11 different requirement specifications from the safety critical systems, real time systems, and event based systems. A detailed step analysis and the results from a case study, "Automatic Production Environment (APE)," on a real time system taken from the Real-Time Lab of Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University [27] is explained in detail in this section. Results of 10 other cases are discussed in the next section.
Generate Event-Flow Graphs
In order to generate an Event-Flow Graph, all events from the requirement specifications are extracted automatically. For this, requirements are first given to Stanford's Part of Speech (POS) tagger and then events are extracted from requirements by applying 17 parsing rules implemented in [58] on the output of the POS tagger to extract the list of SVO patterns (events) from the textual requirements in an XML format. All events extracted are automatically given an event ID and are stored in the XML file, as shown in Fig. 2 . Other than that, events can also be found either in the manufacturer's system specifications (i.e., a functional description) or in the help facilities and handbooks. These sources also describe interdependency among events as well as desirable events in terms of system functions (responsibilities). Finding events at the requirement level from these sources is much easier than building other high-level design models. After applying the proposed steps of an event based OOA, as described in [1] [2] [3] for the APE case study [27], 34 events are extracted. These events are listed in the Table 1 . Once events are extracted, they are documented by using the Event Templates. Event Templates are generated for each of the 34 events. A sample Event Template of one event from the events shown in Table 1 is presented in Table 2 .
The event-flow diagram generator module automatically identifies causes and triggers relationships for every event by using its event template and it creates nodes as event identifiers and edges as event-flow based on possible event interdependency, as discussed in Section 3.2. This construction process is fully automated. The resultant Event-Flow Model of the APE case [27] Table 1 . Events from the APE Case Study
1.
User places package on the start place of Belt 1 (External Event).
2.
User places package on the scanner part of Belt 1 (External Event).
3.
User places package on the transition place of Belt 2 (External Event).
4.
User places package on the end place of Belt 2 (External Event). 5.
Sensor 1 senses the package at the start place (State/Control Event) 6.
Sensor 1 generates a no-detect signal at the start place 7.
Sensor 1 generates a detect signal at the start place 8.
Sensor 2 senses the package at the scanning place 9.
Sensor 2 generates a no-detect signal at the scanning place 10. Sensor 2 generates a detect signal at the scanning place 11. Sensor 3 senses the package at the transition place 12. Sensor 3 generates a no-detect signal at the transition place 
Generate test scenarios from Event-Flow Graphs
Using the GenerateEventPaths algorithm, event paths are generated from the Event-Flow Graph. These test scenarios have two different kinds of paths-partial paths and complete paths. Partial paths that end with nodes that lead to join nodes are left as such. These paths are not completed in our algorithm as they are partially able to detect the faults due to an Event-OR split and an Event-XOR split fault in the Fault Model. After applying the first part of our algorithm Generate_Event_Path to the Event-Flow Graph shown in Fig. 4 , the following event paths are obtained: The proposed algorithm to generate test scenarios selects a concurrent event path such that the sequence of all concurrent events encapsulated in that path corresponds to the Breadth First Search traversal of them in an Event-Flow Graph. This ensures that all precedence relations among events in an Event-Flow Graph are satisfied. One can avoid the generation of an entire set of concurrent event paths by finding the representative concurrent event path in an EventFlow Graph. This will make the task of test scenarios generation process easier and at the same time a path explosion problem will be avoided, hence, reducing the testing efforts. (i.e., a path in Fig. 4 , start -1-5-xor-7-fork-{9-12-15}-join-17-8-xor-10-18-fork-15-19-14-xor-16-20-34-E, is a concurrent path in which events 9, 12, and 15 are to be executed concurrently.)
Generate test cases based on test scenarios
For all 34 events of an Event-Flow Graph, as shown in Fig. 4 , an Event node Description Table (EnDT) is shown in Table 3 that gives information about each event node and its related event detection string. The event detection string helps in finding when a particular event has occurred. Generated test cases obtained from the corresponding Event-Flow Graph in Fig. 4 and corresponding EnDT in Table 3 are shown in Table 4 along with all of the possible faults that can occur in a given test case based on the proposed fault model. 
TOOL SUPPORT AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
The Event-Based Test Scenario Generator Tool was developed to provide an integrated eventbased one-stop solution for testing event-oriented systems. The prototype tool automates the entire process of generating an Event-Flow Graph from elementary events and computes test scenarios and test cases using the proposed algorithm. This tool was developed by using C# in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 and .Net Framework 3.5, and it uses Graphviz (short for Graph Visualization Software), which is a package of open source tools initiated by AT&T Research Labs for drawing graphs specified in DOT language scripts. The tool also uses QuickGraph, which is a library containing generic graph data structures and algorithms. The tool enables a user to load an external XML file of event templates and then generates an Event-Flow Graph of events. It calculates all possible paths between the start and end node and gives an option to zoom and rotate the graph for easy viewing as well as save the generated graph as an image. Fig.  6 shows a snapshot where a user first loads an XML file containing all event templates and then on expansion all events are loaded from a file in a tree-like structure. As shown in Fig. 7 , clicking on the "Compute Paths" or "Graph Image" button, calls a method to compute paths and graphing images. This method creates a dynamic Event Flow Graph in the system's memory by using the "Quickgraph" Library. Vertices and edges are added to the graph depending on the type of dependency between events. Once a graph is created, paths are then calculated between the start and the end node of a graph by using the proposed algorithm in such a way that all of the nodes of a graph are covered at least once through the generated test scenarios. These paths are then displayed. Also a graph that is made in the memory of a computer is converted to a "graph.dot" file and this "graph.dot" file is displayed using Graphviz. This method also converts a "graph.dot" file into a jpeg image that can be opened later on to display the graph. Using 11 different requirement specifications tests the effectiveness, efficiency, and scalability of the tool. The detailed steps and results of one of the graph are already presented in the previous section. Due to space constraints it is not possible to show all the cases so this section presents consolidated results for the remaining 10 requirements specifications in Table 5 . Results are shown in terms of the 5 parameters described below: • N EE -Number of events extracted by an expert • N ET -Number of events extracted by an event extractor module • T CN -Total number of event connector nodes ("not," "xor-sp," "or-sp," "xor-j," "or-j," "fork,"
and "join") • N TS -Number of Test Scenarios generated by the Test Scenario Generator Module • N FD -Number of Faults detected in a test scenario
The effectiveness of the approach is evident from the results of the 11 case scenarios. In each case, the approach has been able to successfully extract events from the requirements, document them, and also generate test scenarios and test cases. This has a significant impact on saving on the time and efforts required by analysts to do all these things manually. The scalability of the approach is evident from the fact that requirements were picked up from a wide range of applications of varying complexities from a simple Air Port Management System, Car Race Simulator, Luggage Control Software, University Management System, Fighter Plane Control System, Blood Bank, Automatic Production Environment, Highway Intersection System, Avionics System, all the way to a Public Library Information System. The approach and the tool are successfully able to handle events ranging from 20, 25, 29, 30, 30, 31, 34, 35, 40 , to 43. These events were related with event operators ranging from 4,6,7,8,10,12,13, to 14. Test scenarios generated event paths of length ranging from 10,11,12,14,15, to 18. The faults related with "not," "xor-sp," "orsp," "xor-j," "or-j," "fork," and "join" connector nodes were detected ranging from 3,5,6,7,8, to 9 in number.
CONCLUSION
Event based systems are rapidly gaining importance in many application domains ranging from real time monitoring systems in production, logistics and networking, to complex event processing in finance and security. This paper has presented a novel model-based testing approach to generate test scenarios and test cases using business events, state events, and control events that have been captured directly from requirement specifications. Several issues are identified in the beginning and contributions have been made for generating test cases and test scenarios using events from specifications. Various event interdependency operators are defined to represent relationships among events. These relationships are described as Event-Flow Interdependency. An Event-Flow Model is designed based on an identified Event-Flow Interdependency. This abstract model is stored as an Event-Flow Graph (EFG). A Fault Model is defined by using an EFG to show the possible causes of faults due to complex relationships and dependencies among events, whereas what can happen due to faults is system dependent and cannot be generalized. An algorithm was designed using a combination of classical breadth-first and depth-first searches, which generate test scenarios and test cases from the EFG. Our algorithm is also capable of detecting faults like synchronization faults, loop faults, and event occurrence faults. Such faults are not addressed in the existing event based test case generation approaches.
A process to annotate Event-Flow Graphs with the necessary test information has been described. This information is used at the level of testing individual events. A data structure, called an Event node Description Table (EnDT) has also been described. A prototype tool is developed to automate and evaluate the applicability of the entire process. Results have shown that the proposed approach and its supportive tools are able to successfully derive test scenarios and test cases from the requirement specifications of safety critical systems, real time systems, and event based systems.
